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Suppose that G is a graph, and (s,, tJ (1 sis k) are pairs of vertices; and that each edge has 
a integer-valued capacity (zO), and that g,zO (1 sis k) are integer-valued demands. When is 
there a flow for each i, between s, and t, and of value qi, such that the total flow through each 
edge does not exceed its capacity? Ford and Fulkerson solved this when k = 1, and Hu when k = 2. 
We solve it for general values of k, when G is planar and can be drawn so that st, . . . , s,, t,, . . . , t, 
are all on the boundary of a face and s ,+,, . . . . Sk, t,+,, , tk are all on the boundary of the in- 
finite face or when t, = ... = tl and G is planar and can be drawn so that s,+ ,, . , s,, tl, , tk are 
all on the boundary of the infinite face. This extends a theorem of Okamura and Seymour. 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph (which means, in this paper, a finite undirected graph, 
possibly with multiple edges but without loops). Let (si, ti), . . . , (.sk, tk) be pairs (not 
necessarily distinct) of vertices of G. Suppose that each edge Ed E has a integer- 
valued capacity w(e)20 and that qi 20 (1 <is/c) are integer-valued demands. 
When is the following statement true? 
1.1. For 1 silk there is a flow Fi from Si to ti of value q;, such that for each 
edge eeE, 
c I&(e) I 5 +9. 
[Here /F;(e)1 denotes the numerical value of the flow through e. Strictly speaking, 
Fi(e) itself is not properly defined, because we have not oriented the edges of G.] 
This is called the multicommodity flow problem. 
For sets X,, X, c V, we let a(_Y, ; X2) c E be the set of edges with one end in Xi 
and the other in X, and we denote C$Yt ; V-X,) by &Y,). We let D(Xt ; X2) G 
{l,...,k} be 
{i; 1 risk, {S;,ti }nxj#O for j=l,2} 
and we denote D(X, ; V-X,) by D(X,). It is 
following connectivity condition holds. 
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clear that if 1.1 is true, then the 
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Ford and Fulkerson [l] proved that when k= 1, 1.2 is in fact equivalent to 1 .l; 
and Hu [2] proved the same thing when k = 2. They are not equivalent in general; 
a counterexample with k = 4 is given in Fig. 1, where ws 1 and qi = 1 (i = 1,2,3,4). 
(Hu [2] gives a counterexample with k = 3.) Okamura and Seymour [3] proved that 
for general values of k, 1.2 is equivalent to 1.1, when G is planar and can be drawn 
so that sl, . . . , sk, t,, . . . , tk are all on the boundary of the infinite face. 
Our main theorems are the following. 
t/ S+ 
$3 
e 
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t2 t+ 
Fig. 1. 
1.3. Theorem. Zf G is planar and can be drawn in the plane so that s,, . . . , sI, t,, . . . , tl 
are ail on the boundary of a face and sl+ ,, . . . , Sk, t,, ,, . . . , tk are all on the boundary 
of the infinite face, then 1.1 is equivalent to 1.2. 
1.4. Theorem. Zf t, = .a. = t, and G is planar and can be drawn in the plane so that 
s/+l,*..rsktl,***, tk are all on the boundary of the infinite face, then 1.1 is 
equivalent o 1.2. 
1.5. Theorem. Zf the hypothesis of 1.3 or 1.4 holds, and if 1.2 holds and w and q 
are even-integer-valued, then the flows Fi in 1.1 may be chosen integer-valued. 
By the counterexample in Fig. 1, we see that in Theorem 1.3 if one of 
s,,.-.,+,tl , . . . , tk does not satisfy the hypothesis in 1.4 if lr 2 and t, # t,, then 1.1 
is not equivalent to 1.2. We will in fact prove the conclusion of Theorem 1.5 under 
the weaker hypothesis that for each Xc I/ 
_gx, w(e) - Jlx, 4i cro) 
is even. And to prove this, it suffices to deal with the case when W= 1 and qi = 1 
Vi (by suitable deletion of edges and addition of parallel edges to G, and by suitable 
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removal and repetition of pairs (s;, ti)). Thus to prove Theorems 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 
their strengthenings, we must prove the following. 
1.6. Theorem. Suppose that G = (V, E) is a planar graph, and can be drawn in the 
plane so that the vertices , , . . . , s,, t,, . . . , t, are all on the boundary of a face and the 
verticess,,l,...,sk,tl+l , . . . , tk are all on the boundary of the infinite face; and sup- 
pose further that for each XL V, 
lJ(X)l- ID(X)1 
is even and non-negative. Then there exist edge-disjoint paths P, , . . . , Pk of G, such 
that Pi has ends s;, ti (1~ ic k). 
1.7. Theorem. Suppose that G = (V, E) is a planar graph, and can be drawn in the 
plane so that the vertices ,, , , . . . , Sk, t,, . . . , tk are all on the boundary of the infinite 
face, and t, =..a = tt; and suppose further that for each XC V, 
Id(X)1 - MX)I 
is even and non-negative. Then there exist edge-disjoint paths P, , . . . , Pk of G, such 
that Pi has ends si, ti (15 is k). 
2. Preliminaries 
We say that XC V is critical if /a(X)I = ID(X)1 and that X is elemental if (X) 
(which is the induced subgraph) and(V-X) are both connected. We prepare some 
lemmas. 
2.1. Lemma. Suppose that for each XC V, la(X)1 L /D(X)]. Zf X,, X2 G V are 
both critical and D(X, -X2; X,-X,) = 0, then X, fIX,, X, U X, are both critical 
and a(X,-X2; X,-X,)=0. 
; X,-X,)1, 
Proof. By simple counting we have 
la(X, nX,)l+ la(X, uxd = pw,)l+ Iw,)j -2pw, -x2 
and a similar equality holds with D instead of a. Thus 
Pww)l+ lmx,ux,~l= P(ml+ pi = (a( + 
= pwlnx2)l + p(x,ux,)l 
+2)a(x, -x2; x2-x,)1. 
IW2)l 
Hence @Xl-X,;X,-X,)=0, Ia(X,fIX,))=jD(X,fIX,)l and ia(X,UX,i= 
P(X, UX2)I. 
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2.2. Lemma. Suppose that for each XL V, ) O(X) 1 L ID(X)]. For critical sets 
X,, X, c V and for the set Y of vertices of a component of G - (X, UX,), if 
D(X1 r3X,; Y) = 0, then 
D(Y; v-(X,UX,U Y))=O. 
Proof. Put Y, = V-(X, UX,U Y), then by simple counting we have 
l~(Y1u(X,-X,))I+l~(Y,u(X,-X,))I 
=ia(X,)1+1a(X,)1+2i~(Y; Y,)I-2ia(X,nX,; Y)i, 
and a similar equality holds with D instead of a. Thus 
Ia(y,u(X,-X,))I+lacy,ucx,-x,>>I 
= Iw,)l+ lw2)l-2lw,nx*; Y)l 
~I~~~,~~~,-~,~~l+I~~~,~~~*-~,~~I 
=/~(X,)I+l~(X*)l+2/~(Y; r,)l. 
Hence D( Y; Yi) = 0. 
From [3] we have 
2.3. Lemma. 1 a(X) / - ID(X) j is even for all XC V if and only if it is even for all 
Xc V with /XI = 1. 
2.4. Lemma. Zf G is connected, /a(X) I 1 (D(X) ( for all X S V if and only if it holds 
for all elemental Xc V. 
To prove Theorems 1.6 and 1.7 we use induction on (E ( . The results are certainly 
true when ) E I= 0 or k = 0, and so we assume that ) E I > 0 and k> 0. We may assume 
that G is connected, and indeed 2-connected. Thus (unless ) E) = 1, when the results 
are obvious) the boundary of the infinite face of G consists of a circuit C, which 
we regard as a subgraph of G. Clearly we may assume that si # ti for each i. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.6 
If I= 0 or k, then Theorem 1.6 holds by [3], and so we may assume that 0 < I< k. 
Let Ct be the boundary of the face on which si, .., , sI, t,, . . . , t, can be drawn. Then 
Ci is a circuit. If XC V is elemental, then clearly /a(X) 0 E(C)/ = 0 or 2 and 
Ia(X)nE(C,)l =O or 2. We require the following lemmas. 
3.1. Lemma. Suppose that for a critical set XC V, a(X) has just two edges of C 
and no edge of C,. Then X is elemental. 
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Proof. Assume that one of (X), (V-X) is not connected, say (X); and put 
X=X,UX,, where X,nX2=0#Xi (i= 1,2) and 8(X1; X,)=0. But Xn V(C)cXi 
(i= 1 or 2), say i= 1; and so D(X)=D(X,). Now 
Ia( = Ia(x,; X,)1 + ld(X,; V-X)/ = /qx,; V-X)1 z0, 
and 
la(X,)l=l8X,; V-X)1 = P(X)/ - 18X,; V-X)/. 
Thus (a( < 1 c?(X) I= ID(X) I = 10(X,) I, a contradiction. 
3.2. Lemma. For every e EE(C) with ends u, b (say) and every j (I + 15 j< k) we 
may assume that there is a critical elemental Xc V with Sj, tje X and with 
xn {a, b} #0. 
Proof. We take j= k for definiteness. Let G’ be (V, E- (e}), and let k’= k+ 1, and 
define s;, . . . , sir, t;, . . . , t,& by 
S~‘=Si, tl= ti (1 silk- l), 
s;=sk, t;=b, 
s;+l=a, t’ k+l=tk. 
Let D’, a’ be the corresponding functions. Now by Lemma 2.3 
la’(X)1 - IDYX)I 
is even for all Xc V. If it is non-negative for all Xc V, then by induction on 1 E / , 
G’ has k’ edge-disjoint paths P,! between s,! and tl (1 <is k’). We may combine 
Pi,e, and Pi+,, to make a path of G between Sk and tk which is still edge-disjoint 
from Pi, . . . , PL_ ,; and 1.6 would be proved. Thus we may assume (for a contradic- 
tion) that for some Xc V, 
la’(x)1 - p(x)/ CO. 
But this number is even, and clearly 
because only one edge of G has been deleted and only two extra pairs (s;, ti) have 
been added. Thus 
) d’(X) I - 1 D’(X) / = -2 and /a(X)) - ID( =O. 
Moreover by Lemma 2.4 we may assume that X is elemental in G’, and therefore 
that X is elemental in G. Further, by replacing X by V-X if necessary, we may 
assume that sX_@X. There therefore remain four possibilities: 
(i) a,bEX,Sk,tk$X. 
(ii) aEX,b,Sk,tk@X. 
,.. 
(111) bE X, a, Sk, tk $X. 
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(iv) b,tkEX,u,skcfX. 
If any of (i), (ii), (iii) holds then the lemma is proved; thus we suppose, for a con- 
tradiction, that they are all false and that (iv) holds. By the same argument applied 
with a, b exchanged, we deduce that there is a critical elemental set X’c V with 
a, t, E X’, b, sk $ X’. Thus in particular a, b, s,, tk are all distinct. X is elemental, and 
so (V(C) fl X) and (V(C) -X> are paths; thus there are two disjoint paths of C join- 
ing b to tk and a to sk. Similarly, since X’ is elemental, there are two disjoint paths 
of C joining a to tk and b to sk. But this is impossible, since C is a circuit and a, b 
are adjacent in C. That completes the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Let e,, e2 be the edges incident to Sk in C and let ai be another end of ej (i = 1,2). 
By Lemma 3.2 we may assume that there is a critical elemental Xi C_ I/ with 
Sk, t&Xi and with ai E Xi (i = 1,2). Choose Xi with this property, such that 
V(C)nXi is minimal (i= 1,2). If for i= 1,2 there exists a vertex ui in V(Ci)ftXi, 
then there exists a path Hi between ai and ui in (Xi), since Xi is elemental. Since 
Sk, tk are different vertices in C- (X,UX2), every path between Sk and tk in- 
terSeCtS ffl or H2. Therefore Sk and tk are contained in different COmpOnentS of 
G - (Xi UX,). Let Y,, Y2 be the sets of vertices of the components of G - (Xi UX2) 
which contains Sk, tk respectively. 
We will show that either D(X, t-)X,; Y,) = 0 or D(X, OX,; Y,) = 0. For i = 1,2 
(V(C)nXi> is a path, since Xi is elemental. If V(C)flX,nX,#0, then <V(C)n 
(Xi UX2)) and (I’(C) - (X, UX2)) are paths, contradicting that Sk, tk are contained 
in different components of C- (Xi UX,). Thus V(C)nX, nX2 = 0. If V(C,>tl 
X, nX2 = 0, then the result follows, and so we assume that V(C,) nX, flX2 # 0. For 
i= 1,2 (V(C,)flX,) is a path or C,, since Xi is elemental and V(C,)flXi #0. If 
vc1)cxlux2, then V(Ci)n Y, = V(C,)fl Y2=0. If V(C,)5ZX1UX2, then 
(V(C,) - (Xi UX,)) is a path, and so V(C,)n Y, =0 or V(C,)n Y2 = 0. Therefore 
either D(X, nX2; Y,) = 0 or D(X, t-)X,; Y,) = 0. Now D( Y, ; Y,) = 0 by Lemma 2.2, 
contradicting that ksD(Y,; Y,). Hence V(C,)nXi =0 for i= 1 or i=2, say i= 1. 
Then there exists c E V(C) -Xi such that for some de V(C)nX, and some i 
(I + 1 c: i 5 k) (si, ti) = (c, d) or (d, c). Choose c with this property, such that the sub- 
path of C from Sk to c not using at has minimum length. By Lemma 3.2 there is 
a critical elemental X, c I/ with c, d$X, and with {at, Sk} i7Xs f0. Then 
V(C) tl (Xs -Xi) is included in the set of vertices of the subpath of C between Sk 
and c not using a,, and does not contain c; and so by choice of c and since 
v(cl)nx, =0, we have D(X, - Xs; Xs -Xi) = 0. Hence by Lemma 2.1 
a(X, -X,; X,-X,) =0 and in particular does not contain el; and so 
X, fl {at, Sk} # (Sk). Hence ai E X, . Moreover by Lemma 2.1 X, n& is critical, and 
8(X, i-)X,) contains just two edges of C and no edge of Ci . Thus by Lemma 3.1 
Xi flX, is elemental, and 
This contradicts the minimality of Xtfl V(C), as required. 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.7 
Let e,, . . . . e, be the edges incident to s1 and ai be the other end of ej (1~ Ian). 
We require the following lemma. 
4.1. Lemma. We may assume that for every i (1 ~icn) there exists a critical 
elemental Z, c V with sl, tI $ Zi and with ai E Zi. 
We can prove Lemma 4.1 in the same way as Lemma 3.2. (e; or s1 might not be 
in C, but note that si, t, and the two ends of ei are not all distinct.) We use Lemma 
4.1 to obtain a contradiction. 
We will show that there are critical sets Xi, X, c V such that Xi UX, separates 1 
and t, and such that D(X, t-)X,; Y) = 0, where Y is the set of vertices of the com- 
ponent of G - (Xi UX,) which contains sl. Then by Lemma 2.2 it follows that 
D(Y; V-(X, UX,U Y)) = 0, contradicting that this contains 1, as required. 
If every a(Z,) or except one does not contain an edge of C, let a(Z,) nE(C) = 0 
(2 I is n). Then clearly D(Z2; Z,) = 0 and, by Lemma 2.1, Z, U Z, is critical, and by 
repeating this it follows that UZSiSn Zi is critical. Then we can choose Z,, 
UZricn Zi as X1,X, respectively, since Y= {si} $ tl and @Xl nX,; Y) =0. Thus 
without loss of generality we may assume that for some rn 2 2, a(Z,), . . . , a(Z,) con- 
tain just two edges of C and 13(z,+ 1), . . . , a(Z,) contain no edge of C. 
We require the following lemma. 
4.2. Lemma. For some p,q (lIp,qlm) ZpUZqUZm+,UeeaUZn separates s1 
and Il. 
Proof. For 1 lis m there exists a path Hi between ai and a vertex of V(C)nZ; in 
(Zi), since Zi is elemental; choose H, with this property such that Hi has minimum 
length. Then Hi is a simple path and. ) V(C)fl V(HJ I= 1, and let bi be in 
V(C)fl V(Hi) (1 <i<m). CUHIUHzU~~~UH,U{el, . . ..e.) divides the interior of 
C into regions. Let R be such a region which contains t, on its boundary 17. If s1 
is on R, then for just two p,q (l_cp<qlm) eP,e4 are on R. Now Z,UZ,lJ 
Z m+lU..-UZn separates 1 and tl, since the component of G-(Z,UZ,U{s,}) 
which contains t1 does not contain any ai (1 I ilm). We assume that s1 is not on 
R, then e,eR (l~icm). Let Ki (lri~r) be a subpath of H,, for some ai 
(15a;Im) and let K. be a subpath of C such that KOUKIU.+.UK,=R. We 
assume that K,, K1, . . . , K, are in this order on i?, for 1 I is r - 1 ai # ai+ 1 and that 
for i,j (Osirr-l,j=i+l; i=rJ=O) V(Ki)fIV(Kj)=(Ui}. If r=2, then we can 
choose al, a2 as p, q; and so we may assume that rz 3. For 2 I is r - 1 let A;, Bi be 
subpaths of Hai such that 
AiUKiUBi=H,,, V(A;)n V(K,)={oi-,I, 
V(K,) fl V(B;) = {Vi} and V(A;) fl V(BJ = 0. 
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If b,, E I/(&), then the component of G - (K, U K2 U B2) which contains tl does not 
contain any ai (1 cism), since H,, is a simple path and s1 $ V(H,,). Therefore we 
can choose al, a2 as p, q. If for some j (235r- 2) bui$ V(/(Bi) (2s i<j) and 
baj+] E V(Bj+l), then we can choose aj,aj+l as p,q. If 6,,$ V(/(Bi) (25isr- l), 
then we can choose a,_, , a, as p, q. 
NOW we will show that we can choose ZP, ZqUZj+ , U 0.. UZ, as X,, X,. For as 
before Uj+ 1 risn Zi is critical. Since Z,$tl=.*.=tl, D(Uj+15;znZi;Zq)=0 and by 
Lemma 2.1 Z,UZ,+,U..*UZ, is critical. Now either X,nX,flV(C)=O or 
Yf7 V(C) = 0. For if not, then C- (X, U X2) = C- (Z,,UZ,) is a path and there 
exists a vertex u in Yn V(C), and so u, t, E C-(X, U X2) and u, tl contained in one 
component of G - (X1 U X2), contradicting that t, $ Y. Moreover t, is contained in 
V- (X, U X2 U Y), and so D(X, fl X,; Y) = 0. This completes the proof. 
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